
PTE ACADEMIC WRITING TIPS

Quick Tips to Improve Score in Summarize Written Text. It includes assessment of the Essay Writing and Summarize
Written Text tasks as per the PTE Scoring Guide. While writing an essay many test takers do not take notice of the word
limit specified in the instructions.

It is imperative that you write a complex sentence with use of conjunctions and adverbs. You, too, can avail
the same as we assess 3 essay and 3 summary tasks. Thus, make sure that you do not write beyond or less than
words. Suggestions along with the feedback and correction is also provided. It eliminates any chance of a
biased score. Very professionally done!! Practise to write complex sentence. I didn't feel the stress of being in
a test and that for me that was crucial. The challenge is to write the idea in a single sentence of words. Its
format is fairly easy to understand and lots of materials are available online to help you. Always read the
question thoroughly and understand the subject. Writing content that does not relate to the topic at all Let us
take for example the question is "Many institutes and universities practice written examination and not
computer based tests for their students. Selva Mariappan New Zealand July I love the fact that there is not a
person behind the score marking. There is a positive correlation between hours spent on practice material and
the score. Avoid making use of the same words as in the passage. Friendly staff and relaxed environment. The
results are available in 5 days. It helped me confirm my scholarship and gained admission to my dream
University. Without PTE, I would have forfeit these life opportunities. Following are the most common faults
noticed in the PTE Essays. Thanks to PTE Academic! While assessing the Essay and the Summary, we
noticed some mistakes that mostly every test taker commits which implies the struggles that they face. The test
purely consists of all the necessary basic components of the English language and you are tested in-depth.
Thus, your search for a better working advises or tips is still on. Put a full stop at the end of the sentence, use
proper connectors and comma if necessary and write only ONE sentence. The structure of the essay is very
vital to reflect that you are capable of developing the ideas with coherence and cohesion. Prudencia India July
Pearson is the most objective and most efficient way to test my English language skills. Very highly
recommended than any other English test : Eillen New Zealand August Preparation and dedication to get the
desired result is the key factor in getting the score you want. The study material for the test easily available
online. The exam covers a variety of questions that test language skills accurately. You are clearly asked to
write your response between words. It does not concern computer studies or any technical subject related to
computers or studying the subject computer. I loved the test and even more after achieving my desired score.
Katrina Sarmiento Philippines April The best thing about PTE Academic is that it is computer-based with
quick results which not only reduces anxiety of results but also save a lot of time. George China July What I
love about the test is the speed of reporting scores and the objective scoring approach. It is really an updated
test. You must read the text and understand it completely before putting your response out there. The test takes
place at one go. Writing beyond the word limit or less than what is instructed We notice this in many essays.
Let us take you through some of the real troubles and experiences of the PTE test taker. Rajesh Kumar
Australia October I would recommend PTE Academic as it is more convenient in choosing an exam date and
getting the results is also easy. No need to come back for different sections as other tests. Do not leave
dangling ideas in the essay. Before starting to elaborate on the writing tips and strategies, let us do a reality
check. You have already referred to some of the materials, plenty of tips for effective PTE preparation and yet
are disappointed.


